Musical apartments aren't fun and games

by Joanne Davis
News Editor

Students often find fun and entertainment in the Village Apartments in Stevens Point. The laws regarding tenants' privacy and rights are often vague. However, a document is binding and signed—that's the law.

This premise is the key to several tenants' problems in the Village Apartments, located at 301 Michigan Avenue.

John Borman, the acting manager, owned the Village complex for 12 years. In the fall of 1983, Robert Ellis Investment, Inc., became the new owner. Borman still remains as the acting manager for the complex.

Many situations have confronted tenants who signed contracts last spring to live in the Village. The main concern is a clause in the lease which states that "Lessee agrees to accept room and/or apartment mates or reassignment to another similar space and understands that Lessee reserves the rights to consolidate vacancies and close apartment space..."

The key word is reassignment in many of complaint cases.

The following are real statements from people who asked that their names be withheld to protect their current assigned space.

The student has virtually no rights and I just don't want to see it happen to others.

It's not a dorm.

We were told verbal contracts were not honored.

"We were told they (Village) couldn't allow cohabitation..."

"I was told a day before I was to move in that me and my roommates had been split up.

"Why do they even ask what you want to live with?..."

These students had signed contracts and Borman assured that "after staff instructs tenants to read the contracts before signing them. The current Village lease has been effective and in use at this and for many years, according to Borman.

It may also be a matter of money. Wisconsin may lose more money in revenue from lost taxes and failed businesses than the federal highway money is worth. "People have looked more thoroughly at the issue," said Wilson. "Changing the drinking age has greater economic impact than just the high road revenue pennant." For whatever reason, Step 21 will continue to work against raising Wisconsin's drinking age. "Governor Earl has consistently stood against raising the drinking age," Earl stated that he believes the drinking age issue is a matter of state's rights.

Drinking age threatens highway funds in Wisconsin

by Carol Dizer
Staff Reporter

Step 21 is a student organization that lobbies against raising Wisconsin's drinking age to 21. Based in Madison, Step 21 was founded by members of United Council but remains a separate entity from that organization.

John Wilson, who works in Legislative Affairs and is active with Step 21, explained the current situation. 'There's a bill that has already passed through the Senate. It's a transportation bill but it carries an amendment that would cause all states that do not change their drinking age to 21 to lose the highway revenue permanently.

LRC wins computer system

Brian D. McCombie
Staff Reporter

While usuarios and its American Library Association's summer conferences, Carol Vanhler of the LRC's Cataloguing Department entered UWSL in a drawing held by the Information Access Company of Belmont, CA. The grand prize, won by Mrs. Vanhler for the LRC, was a one-year subscription of two of L.A.C.'s most important information systems, InfoTrac and Business Collection.

The InfoTrac system, located in the LRC's Reference Room, is an index to nearly 1,000 periodicals with a data-base containing nearly 14 million articles. The database is very current, containing only articles from 1985 to the present. Students can access information on one of the two IBM workstations in the Reference Room, pick the article(s) she or she would like to search for and have the information printed out.

The second floor of the LRC is the home of Business Collection. This machine is an index to 800 business periodicals, complemented by microfiche texts of business articles. With Business Collection, a student may index articles, find many of them in the microfiche texts and even make copies directly off the microfiche for ten cents.

Mrs. Vanhler said that because these two systems usually carry such a high subscription fee, $1,000 a year for Business Collection, and $4,000 a year for InfoTrac, their subscriptions would depend on the amounts we receive. Students are encouraged to use these systems. Although the hardware for these two systems can look intimidating to non-computer science majors, especially the Business Collection machine, they are, in actuality, simple to operate. The staff in the Reference Room or at the Periodicals Desk can show students how to use these systems in a few minutes.

Next week: Stereotypes live longer than those who create them.

Student dies in auto crash

by Joanne Davis
News Editor

A 26-year-old UWSP student, Susan King, was killed Sunday morning in a one-car accident near Amherst Junction.

The driver, Theresa Thompson of Waupaca, and the other three passengers sustained minor injuries in the collision. The vehicle failed to take a curve on County Road Q left the roadway and collided with a tree.

King was taken to St. Michael's Hospital in Stevens Point and died shortly thereafter. The passengers and driver were all sisters of Susan out celebrating Susan's birthday. The other women's names are as follows: Diane Thompson, Melissa Hansen (both of Waupaca) and Connie Comen of Appleton.

The County Sheriff's Department confirmed that the accident was not alcohol related. King was actively involved at the university. A junior with a political science major and women's studies minor, Susan was Secretary-Treasurer for Women's Studies Student Association. She was active in a political science organization and held a Board of Directors position at the Women's Resource Center.

"She was a very bright and involved student. This is a real tragedy," Kathy White said Wednesday. White is the coordinator for Women's Studies.
Horror stories a part of alcohol abuse

Most people have heard of rewrites, but this is the seventh version of this editorial. When I first began, it was simply going to be about the evils of alcohol abuse. You know, how it can hurt your body, how it can hurt the people around you, and how it can affect your entire life.

But, this seemed much too simplistic. Everyone has heard that kind of story before, and the last thing I wanted to do was to come off sounding like I was giving a sermon. I tried many approaches in between—some good, others not—but finally settled on what you are about to read. I figured instead of being preachy, I would just offer a short story that might get a few people thinking about alcohol abuse.

The story begins about 11 years ago. It was at this time that watching drunks stagger across the television screen was no longer funny. You see, we now had one of these drunks staggering around our house, in the form of my Dad. He had lost his job and could not handle the fact that he was no longer the person supporting our family. But, instead of talking about this, he simply turned to alcohol. There may be other reasons as well, but could do nothing to help until he decided he wanted help. It was truly a helpless situation at home.

I recall those years, thinking about all the drunks I saw on TV that were so fun. I used to get so mad at how the screen was no longer funny. You see, the image of the guy had taken over the image of the man that I had known before the problem started. I just pray that the experience I lived through with my Dad has touched all you people who may have drinking problems. I’m not trying to start a crusade to wipe out alcoholism, I just hope maybe by reading this it will cause you to think about where that two or three beers a night can lead.

I believe, it will hurt you a great deal if it develops into a problem, but it will also hurt many other people that you may not be aware of.

Alan Lemke
Senior Editor
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German historian speaks on democracy

by Joanne Davis

News Editor

Walter Frohlich

In Frohlich's opinion, "Ger-
many's democracy has been sta-
ble for the last 36 years now.
This is in spite of the fact that
when Germany did become free,
they had nothing with which to
build on politically-wise.
When asked how he personally
feels now, Frohlich pronounced:
"There was a time when no one
wanted to claim to be German.
Today, we are again proud to be
German."

Eleven professors of sociolo-
gy/anthropology have pushed
new life into their curriculums
through what may be the first
major department-wide retrain-
ing and renewal program for
faculty in the history of UWSP.
The change in the campus
budget process gives people
more authority over how money
in their unit budgets is spent.
Chairman John Meffatt said
that the process has increased
faculty involvement in adminis-
trative planning and permitted
budgetary authority.

President John P. Scholten

Scholten, while acknowledging
that the faculty themselves,
through their make-up commit-
tment to faculty develop-
ment. In an era of tight budgets,
departments need to make deci-

German historian speaks on democracy

by Joanne Davis

News Editor

Walter Frohlich, Ph.D., from Munich, Germany, spoke to a captive audience of UWSP students and faculty
Sept. 11 on "Democracy in Ger-
many."
The historian, speaking with
a rich German accent, detailed
Adolf Hitler's ability to rise to
power during the early to mid-
1930s.
Frohlich pointed out that it all
began with the Weimar Re-
gime and its political structure.
Its structure had many similari-
ties to the House of Representa-
tives and the Senate in the
United States.
Chancellors (Hitler included),
were appointed by these two
groups.
Although a certain vote count
was needed by these two groups
for approval of the chancellor,
under Von Hindenburg's direc-
tion, Adolf Hitler was slipped
into the position anyway.
Throughout Hitler's reign he
managed to gain control of the
military via a friend, Frich, head
of the Department of the
Interior, was not only Hitler's
good friend, he also adhered to
many of the same ideals as Hit-
er. As a result, Hitler gained
control of the military police in
Germany.
Not only did he control the
military, but the people as well.
Frohlich stated, "He (Hitler) in-
stituted 'cradle to grave' control
of the people."
Through appointment of him-
self as mayor in every town,
Hitler was able to wipe out ev-
ey political institution except
religion in Germany.
These and other laws which
Hitler passed gave him the cru-
ical power he needed. By 1940,
democracy in Germany was
wiped out.
When asked what he felt
would have happened if the
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time to get things back on track,
Ulichny said, adding that the
future workers will do all it can
to create jobs in Wisconsin.
Ulichny also said it is impor-
tant for Wisconsin to encourage
and promote growth in the dairy
industry. One way of doing this,
Ulichny said, is for dairy farm-
ners to move into non-dairy,
cottage products, like cheeses.

The recommendations from
this report will be taken up in a
special session of the state Sen-
ate some time this fall.

Helbach calls for UW cooperation

by Susan Higgins

Staff reporter

The study of paper science is
vital to Wisconsin's paper indus-
try and the paper science pro-
gram at UWSP has been an
important part of the paper in-
dustry in Central Wisconsin.
Claimed State Senator David
Helbach (D-Stevens Point), at a
news conference on Sept. 11.
Helbach pointed out the need
for cooperation between the
state and UW Systems that have
programs in natural resources
and paper science to decide
what is going to be done about
forest products. Wisconsin pre-
ently imports more than 75 per-
cent of the softwoods, like pine,
used in the state.

Helbach was in Stevens Point
with State Senators Timothy
Cullen (D-Janesville) and Bar-
bara Ulichny (D-Milwaukee) to
discuss the findings and recom-
mandations of the Wisconsin
Strategic Development Commi-
tee.

The report also calls for the
UW System to enhance its alrea-
dy strong business and engineer-
ing programs.
Other recommendations in-
cluded in the report deal with
retaining and creating jobs in the
state and with encouraging
growth in the dairy industry.
Wisconsin is losing 18 percent
of its jobs every year and it's
necessary to get things back on
track, Ulichny said, adding that
the state must plan to do all it
can to create jobs in Wisconsin.
Ulichny also said it is impor-
tant for Wisconsin to encourage
and promote growth in the dairy
industry. One way of doing this,
Ulichny said, is for dairy farm-
ners to move into non-dairy,
cottage products, like cheeses.

The recommendations from
this report will be taken up in a
special session of the state Sen-
ate some time this fall.

Campus-wide student organization recruitment

by Joanne Davis

News Editor

Student Office Recruiting Week begins Sept. 25 cam-

pus-wide.

The Campus Activities Office
will send several thousand flyers
to residence halls and some off-
campus students.
Students are encouraged to circle the names of the
organizations they are interested in and return the
flyer to the Campus Activities Office via intracampus mail or
drop box.
The proper organizations will be given the names and contacts
of any interested students.
The week's theme, "Only Bears Can Sleep Through Win-
ter, Get Involved," invites stu-
dents to reach out to available
resources.
Last year, 150 organizations

were recognized by Student Gov-
ernment, and at least 600 off-
campus organizations.
Michael Rice, public relations
coor of the Campus Activities Office, said, "Our goal is
to make students aware of in-
volvement opportunities on the
campus, particularly those or-
derations that fit within their
chosen career plans."
Wednesday, Sept. 25, is "Or-
ganization Orgy" in the UC Con-
course and the Encore Room.
For information, contact
Michael Rice at the Campus
Activities Office.
Recruiting kits will be pro-
vided to organizations who sign
up. They include: posters, stick-
erasers, recruiting do's and don'ts,
brochures, sign-up sheets, etc.
Ever feel you’re over the edge... .20 feet?

Brian D. McComble

On Tuesday, September 17, 1985, over 100 study-created students decided to throw off the bonds that might by risking their lives at the rappelling tower in Schmeeke

Reserve. Well, they didn’t actually risk their lives, but it probably looked like they were to passers-by on Maria Drive

from 3:30 to 5:30 that afternoon. Two factors truly made one of the bravest. The first was a new student. Following expert instruction by ROTC personnel and a demonstration of the “Right” and “Wrong” to rappel, we ascended the rappelling tower to the 30-foot level. As we

first step was over the edge of the 30-foot wall-backwards. This was our practice rappel.

spotted at the end of its first No-2 at all-ropes:

“They kept encouraging me to live with these strangers,” Kris exclaimed. “We moved out of the dorms to avoid problems like this, and this isn’t a dorm!” she added.

Peggy Berkovitz is the supervi-

sions projects for John Borman.

Borman insisted that “at least 90 percent got the apartment they wanted.” These percentages, he indicated, are adequate for such a large complex.

This percentage, as well as the other 10 percent, signed a Rules and Regulation contract in conjunction with their contract.

The sheet states: “Agreements between the owner’s agent and the tenant must be in writing. NO VERBAL agreements will be honored.”

Dorm follies

To the Editor:

In reading the Sept. 5 issue of The Pointer, I was very disad-

pointed to see the word dorm used to the extent that it was. In the feature “The Toils and Toil-

es” regarding “Laundry Life,” and again in the Pointer Poll, the word dorm appeared repeatedly and often in bold or large print. Here at UWSP, we have gone to great lengths to replace the word dorm and the negative connotations it carries with the term residence hall. A dorm is defined as a room for sleeping while a residence hall hall has come to be known as a community where people can live. Our halls here at Point have progressed far beyond the stage of sleeping accommodations, offering every-thing from studies to parties, movies to picnics, and paint to au

No class

To the Editor:

Sexual harassment is not a dead issue at UWSP, indeed.

In the Sept. 5 issue of The Pointer, Editor Joanne Davis defined sexual

harassment as ranging from sexual innuendos made at inappropriate times, sometimes in the guise of humor, to coercing sexual relations.” Davis concluded that UWSP, nationwide are far from exempt from the problems of sexual harassment. UWSP is no exception.

Miss Bongers’ feature mentions some qualities and drawbacks of residence halls (in a somewhat tongue-in-cheek man-

ner) but the repetition of the word dorm sends to the reader all the negative connotations they have learned to associate with it. Other articles in the same issue (such as “Student Life Reorganizes and Retitled Vincent Buchert has ex-

ected every opinion that The Pointer should do this more con-

siderably.”

With the many opportunities our residence halls have to offer, they should not be classified with the stereotyped sleeping fa-

Dorm is a four-letter word.

Rob Baun,
PRESIDENT
Residence Hall Association

AIDS program established

A new program to prevent the spread of Acquired Immune De-

ficiency Syndrome (AIDS) has been established in the Portage County Community Human Ser-

vices Department. AIDS is a re-

To date only 56 cases had been reported in Wisconsin, includ-

ing 2 in Portage County. How-

ever, once the disease is con-

tracted, it is normally fatal within a few years. Although it is more prevalent among homosexuals, is AIDS is also occurs among hetero-

AIDS is spread through infected blood.

Monday, Sept. 22: 10:30 a.m. Contemporary wor-

ship celebration.

Monday, Sept 25: 7:00 p.m. “yeshua”-fascin-

ating film series about life in Jesus’ time.

Wednesday, Sept. 25: 8:30 p.m. Bible Study suppper. Explore I Corinthians with us! It’s free!

Just call 345-6510 for reservations.

Peace Campus Center Lutheran

Vicent & Maria Dine (right named Happy Joe's Pizza)

Art Simmons, Campus Pastor Phone: 345-6510

The fairness of this, as well as the contracts assignment clause, can be determined only by the tenants who choose to read and sign or not to sign. It's their choice and inevitably their responsibility.

All formal contracts should be in print to protect both the ten-

and the landlord. Finally, make sure you read documents you sign to avoid possible over-

bar-the-barrel contracts.

The UWSP Student Legal Society can direct students to profes-

sional sources if legal aid is needed.
Before you make a long distance commitment, make sure you know what you’re getting into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances are neither would have set foot aboard.

And if you’re stuck in the same boat with a long distance company that doesn’t give you all the services you need, it’s easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance company, you know you’re in for smooth sailing.

You’ll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate connections—even during the busiest hours. Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to assist you with immediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

So when you’re asked to choose a long distance company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long Distance Service, you’ll never be left stranded. Reach out and touch someone.™

© 1985 AT&T Communications

AT&T

The right choice.
Daily Kinde

Gracious

Grocery stores. How many times have you heard someone complain about spoiled milk, poor cashiers, long lines at the checkout, or bad store rings games? About three-quarters of the time complaints may be justified, but do you ever consider what it's like on the other side of the window? For five years I was a cashier at a local, friendly foodliner. I smiled and served hundreds of difficult customers daily. Let me tell you that many days blossom into challenging tests of mental and physical endurance. Here's how I remember a typical working day at the grocery store.

My first customer of the day is a man oblivious to the world. The first thing I notice is his hair, auburn plastic-like curls of nearly waist-length.

The littlest boy, who sits in the grocery cart, screams his lungs out when Moma matches the box of animal crackers from his lap. She threatens his baby, "Shut up or this will hurt you and make you stay here with me!" I consider fulfilling the first part of her prophecy while poor, frightened Junior screams on.

After their groceries are bagged and shipped out to pick-up, Mom nods and smiles sweetly. She motions her lovely children toward the door. On their way out, the kid uses one as a punching bag and the oldest boy tackles one of his sisters for a too-candy wrestle.

By then I am almost on my knees with my glasses tearing on the edge of my nose; it seems as if Europe's entire metropolis system plowed through my lane.

I put my glasses in a stationery position on my nose and scan the service front. My eyes rest upon a man who is wearing an aurban plastic-like lope and a charcoal polyester leotard, sure suit. He's adorned with 39 gold-neck chains and eight simulated diamond rings. I conclude that he probably performs as stand-up comic at Holiday Inn.

Mr. Entertainment tomes a pack of Patti Mail cigarettes in his direction and blinks me with a wide, goofy grin. Mr. E points at me and announces, with singing charm, "Hey doll! Smiley! Come on, Babycakes, life ain't that bad! Smiley! Heh-heh-heh!"

The clown doesn't amuse me. I sigh with relief when an elderly lady pushes her cart into my lane. She lugs a dozen leaves of fresh bread, three angel food cakes, two blueberry pies and two copies of the National Enquirer. A belk as we discuss the lovely weather.

Suddenly Granville proclaims that she is taking the city bus; she wants all of her groceries in one package. The bagger's mouth drops open. He frantically smashes one loaf of bread on top of another, pressing the leaves down with pies. Granville shrinks; the bagger has crushed her fresh bread. All of the coupon clippers in the store simultaneously turn their heads to gaze at us.

The managing baron beside offers Granville a couple of free loaves of unbaked bread. She quietes down and decides that a bag full of bread would be too heavy to carry. She remembers that her grandson is alone and agrees that we could distribute her bread, cakes, pies and sandwiches. Granville, in a sudden burst of energy, snaps open her black broccoli core purse, shakes it upside down and dumps it approximately 50 pounds across the counter. She counts the pennies one by one.

Experiential Learning is using opportunities that college students face to learn life lessons.

For example, my first experience in experiential learning was an accident. While working in a college bookstore, I turned to the clock; it isn't moving. I glance over the long line and notice Mary Hopkins and her seven display-donutizing lovelies; they forgot five cents of Donkey Kong cereal.

After my six-hour term ends, I sag to my knees, then slide to the break room for my coals. Suddenly a terrible vision flashes through my mind; the day's groceries files in, one after another, one day. How can I cope? Stuff up every shopping cart within a five-mile radius. The lines are long. I have a new theme song from "Twilight Zone" blares over the store intercom. I feel a hand press down on my right shoulder; it's Rod Sirling. I am too weak to go on.

One day in the life

by Crystal Gustafson

Staff reporter

My twenty-five year-old must "study with me, my books". "On the other hand, Justin is about to make my life miserable; he falls asleep and I pick up his books again."

Justin, however, comes early and I struggle out of bed at 6:30 a.m. I write a better, braver poem in the morning, so I am kidding, lots of coffee, and I have no time for my class.

I make Justin up and begin to

Cont. p. 21
Halpin doesn’t stop student
by Linda Butkus
Staff reporter
Imagine walking around camp-
us only able to see direct-
ly in front of yourself and hav-
ing vision as if looking through
a crack between two boards. This
is a typical day on campus for
Michl Tomfohrde, '83, a Writing
Lab tutor who is legally blind.
Tomfohrde is attending his
eighth year at UWSP and in May
1986 will have
is sixth year at UWSP ·and in May
1986 will have
of his sight.
man and English
education.

Reading the blackboard is
vantage ops
he said.

to get

Even though Tomfohrde has a
limited field of vision, he can
still get out and enjoy jogging.
One of the most frightening
things that has happened to him
was getting lost one night and
being too proud to ask someone
for help, he said. Tomfohrde
eventually made it back home
after he recognized the bunting
of a street light.

Tomfohrde attributes his suc-
ess to his perseverance.

"Throughout high school and
college, I learned a lot about
adversity," he said. "The more
I kept fighting and pushing
forward, the easier it got, even
though it’s still hard."

Non-trads, cont.
Both found the university
president and student leaders
welcoming. Mr. Halderman
admitted that
when he first came to the
University, "it was a con-

Source: Tom Lopez was a non-tradi-
tional student with three and one half
years to go. He talked about
how it feels to be an older stu-
dent in classes with younger stu-
dents. Ms. Lopez, recalling other
comments I’ve heard from non-
traditional students, said the class-
room, at first, be intimidating.
She says that she has found a

Dyan Lopez, a non-traditional student
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years to go. He talked about
how it feels to be an older stu-
dent in classes with younger stu-
dents. Ms. Lopez, recalling other
comments I’ve heard from non-
traditional students, said the class-
room, at first, be intimidating.
She says that she has found a

Dyan Lopez, a non-traditional student
and in May
1986 will have
of his sight.
man and English
education.
American Players Theatre is worth the drive

by R. Lionel Kupalow

CAMPUS BOWLERS

PUT SOME SPICE IN YOUR LIFE

Enter a team in one of our Fun-Filled campus leagues Now.

• 3 to a team, all teams handicapped
• Your choice of days—Mon., Or Thurs. at 4:30, Tues. 9:00
• Trophies & Special Awards
• Information and sign-up sheet at the Intramural Office

346-4441

Guthrie, cont.

the English Stage Company. Af­ter a brief period of directing for the Royal Shakespeare Com­pany in the early 1980s (Richard II, Cymbeline, The Caucasian Chalk Circle), he joined Laurence Olivier as an associate in the founding of the National Theatre, where he directed The Recruiting Officer, Mother Courage, Philoctetes, and The Beaux Stratagem, among others. He re­turned to the Royal Court as artistic director, from 1965 to 1972, and premiered the early plays of Edward Bond, including Saved, Early Morning, Lear and The Sea, as well as many con­temporary productions such as Macbeth with Alan Guinness and Simone Signoret. Since 1972 he has been a free-lance director, working all over the world. He was a founder and director of the Joint Stock Theatre Group, a company developing plays with new writers. His most recent London production was The Way of the World.

In Tulkinghorn's second scene in The Entertainer, the audience is first introduced to the character of the Molly Malone—played by Linda Thorson. After her performance, the audience gives a standing ovation. This scene is part of a larger scene that includes a monologue by the character of the Boss. The monologue is delivered in a connective way, emphasizing the themes of power and control. The character of the Molly Malone is portrayed as a strong and independent woman, who is able to assert herself in a male-dominated society.

Women Wanted

for

Paul Mitchell Systems

Fall Hair Show

Our Licensed Hair Dressers Will Cut, Style Or
Perm Your Hair FREE As Part Of Our Show.

For more information, call the office at (908) 588-3331 or write American Players Thea­tre, Route 3, Spring Green, WI 53588.
Bailey visits UWSP

University News Service

Singer and instrumentalist Barbara Hutchison will perform from 9 to 11:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 28 and 29, at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point's Student Center's Encore Bar. Hutchison has been a professional musician for 10 years. She plays contemporary acoustic and pop music, accompanying herself on guitar and piano.

The performance in the University Center's Encore Room is sponsored by the University Activities Board. Admission is $3.50 for the public and $1 for UWSP students.

Hutchison has been a professional musician for 10 years. She plays contemporary acoustic and pop music, accompanying herself on guitar and piano.

Guthrie, cont.

include Joan Baez, who is one of America's leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud service tradition, the company is one of the nation's leading auto and homeowner's insurance leaders in the country. You will receive expert training. You work on state-of-the-art data processing equipment. You'll go as far and as fast as you can. You couldn't have a more solid base to build a career on.

Contact your campus Placement Director about State Farm today.

Or visit the State Farm Recruiter's representative will be on campus 10-09-85


Press here for a great data processing career.

The right time, the right place. State Farm is hiring. If you're a junior with a data processing, computer science or math background, there may be a very special career opportunity waiting for you in one of the largest and fastest-growing data processing facilities in the country. There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip, Green light. State Farm is one of America's leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud service tradition, the company is one of the nation's leading auto and homeowner's insurance leaders in the country. You will receive expert training. You work on state-of-the-art data processing equipment. You'll go as far and as fast as you can. You couldn't have a more solid base to build a career on.

Contact your campus Placement Director about State Farm today.

Or visit the State Farm Recruiter's representative will be on campus 10-09-85


One can realistically predict that the performance of the Guthrie, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.

When previewed at a dress rehearsal Monday night, To Gil- lian, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.

When previewed at a dress rehearsal Monday night, To Gillian, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.

When previewed at a dress rehearsal Monday night, To Gillian, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.

When previewed at a dress rehearsal Monday night, To Gillian, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.

When previewed at a dress rehearsal Monday night, To Gillian, On Her 27th Birthday was an excellent performance. All of the actors were believable and likable, and a real ensemble feeling was developed. Special compliments should go to Silver for his portrayal of a sensitive man who doesn't know how to show it. To Adams for her study of a girl who loved her mother so much, and to Sherman for her performance of a woman who refuses to allow her late sister's husband to desert his daughter and the rest of the world.
Has raising the drinking age made it more difficult for freshmen to get alcohol?

Text by: R. Lionel Krupnow; Photos by: Pete Schanock
Wings aflutter

Grouse & woodcock open a special season

by Christopher T. Dorsey

Deer hunting prospects for North Central Wisconsin archers should be excellent. That’s the assessment of DNR wildlife staff specialist Arlyn Loomans. In addition, Loomans says he expects a record low harvest in just about all counties in the North Central District.

Loomans gauges his optimistic bow deer outlook on the sheer size of the deer herd across the district. Loomans says last year’s fawn crop was big and survived the mild winter well. That yarling herd has now been joined by another large fawn crop this year to further expand an already big deer herd.

It all means, says Loomans, that prospects for bow hunters this fall will be very good in the northern part of the 11-county district as well as for hunters in the southern part of the district. Loomans adds, for those bow hunters seeking large trophy deer, Units 33, 31, 30, and 34 should be the best. In all portions of the district, hunters will find oak stands particularly productive due to a good acorn crop. As usual, grassland openings in the forest and open fields should yield excellent hunting opportunities.

Bow hunting prospects

Archers take aim on Saturday

The early bow deer season opens at dawn Sept. 31 and runs through Nov. 17. The late bow deer season opens Dec. 7 and closes Dec. 31. Hunters may register their deer at the following locations:

- Langlade County
- Antigo—DNR Ranger Station
- Antigo—Drago Oil Company
- Elcho—Goerke’s Corner
- Langlade—Walby’s Blue Goose
- Phelps—Red River Bar
- Pickerel—Hoch & Molly’s
- Lincoln County
- Merrill—DNR Ranger Station
- Merrill—Lee’s Mobil
- Tomahawk—DNR Ranger Sta-
- Tomahawk—Chuck’s Sport
- Shop
- Gleason—Hope & Mary’s

- Marathon County
- CTI—Stisko Bar
- Moine—Meat Market Area
- Headquarters
- Wausau—Central Fire Station
- Wausau—The Tackle Box
- Edgar—Krehbiel’s Service
- Athens—Union 76
- Elderon—Pearl
- Weston—Lakeview—Homer Bar ( Bull Pen)

- Stratford—Bread & Butter
- Shop Union 76
- Rothschild—Ray’s Mobil
- Wausau—Sunder Country Store
- Mosinee—Sportman’s Repair
- Shop
- Rib Mountain—Fir, Fin & Feather Taxidermy
- Revent—Dave’s Small Engine
- Repair
- IDT—Country Cross Roads (formerly Litzer’s Bar)

- Adams County
- Briggsville—Cove
- Jet—State Hwy. 13 & County
- D—Pritzl General Store
- Friendship—DNR Ranger Station
- Cress 72 near Plainfield—Wag
- on Wheel
- CTI 2 north of STH 82—Point
- Bluff Resort
- Friendship—Friendship Quiet
- Shop
- Junction County
- CTI—South of Necedah—
- Backyard Store & Campground
- Necedah—Jaeger’s Mobil
- Macon—State Street Mobil
- Sprague—Moore Basil’s Wil-
- liams Inn
- Necedah—DNR Ranger Sta-
- ction

Cont. p. 12

“Picking Aff,” anglers worldwide congratulate Neil Fickling for his display of fine sportsmanship in releasing the fish.

Imports Intensified

A recent study conducted by the Natural Resources Defense Council presents the fact that much of the imported produce U.S. consumers buy daily contains pesticide residues. Detectable levels of DDT, BHC, Ban-
- dane, aldrin and chlordane, all of which are outlawed in the U.S. due to their cancer-causing abilities, have been found in much of the imported food. To make matters worse, one-fourth of the fruit consumed in the U.S. is grown on foreign soil and only a tiny fraction of imported agricultural products are inspected for pesticide contamination.

Radiocative Release Likely

In South Pacific

Mr. Kuroas Atti, according to Australian and New Zealand scien-
- tists who inspected the French nuclear weapons testing site in 1963, is likely to release its accumulated radiocative de-
- tins from underground explo-
- sions in the Pacific in 250 years or more.

Cont. p. 14
Archers, cont.
Camp Douglas—Ron's Stand—New Lisbon—R & H Sports
Portage County
Amherst—Ron's Service & Marine
Junction City—Hopfenberger
Gogebic—Shoemaker
Rossville—Gary's Cocco
Jct. Hwy. 54 & Bus. 51—Plover
Standard
Whaling—DNR Ranger Station
Ellis—Orly & Dawn's Tap & Still
Almond—Swan's Oil Company

Weed County
Port Edwards—Roger's Port Service
Marshfield—Marshfield Fire Department
Wisconsin Rapids—Tom's Liquor
Salisbury—DNR Sandhill Station
Nekoosa—DNR Ranger Station
Wisconsin Rapids—DNR State Office Building
Nekoosa—Sartega Grocery
Pittsville—Bill's Liquor
Vesper—Winch Oil Company

Fall memories of a legend
by Andy Savagian
Outdoors Editor
It wasn't the same. The cold mist still hung in the air like spider's silk amid the oaks, and the crisp breeze still cut through my lungs like ice water, but it wasn't the same. The quiet of the morning forest still enveloped my body, intermixed with the sharp sounds of animals worried more about their daily activities than my intrusion on their world. But it wasn't the same. The old man was gone.
He was a bowhunter and, like a lot of the people in this part of Wisconsin, the old man was a bowhunter through tradition. A few generations of "fathers and grandfathers" taught him about activities than my intrusion on good. He was simply the best.
The bow, not Outdoor Life. But unlike other people, and his father and grandfather, he wasn't good. He was simply the best.

I remember the first time I saw him. The bar off County G was filled with the usual afternoon crowd, and he was there. I'll never forget the look of awe my father held in his eyes for the man. I was new to this scene, but I was amazed at all the men in that bar. They were his age, his build, and held his same standing in the community—some more so. Yet the respect, the almost disciple-like atmosphere in the rundown tavern was astounding. What does this man possess, I wondered.

I found out a month later when my father and I visited his house. The inside, to no surprise, was simply adorned, a middle-aged bachelor's idea of decor; but then I saw it—the wall. It wasn't just a wall; it was a shrine to the White Tail. Never had I seen such beautiful bowhunting wasn't life-enhancing to him anymore—it was life-sustaining.

I can still see him struggling out of my car. His back was arched like his bow, an old compound aging almost as fast as he was; the face was weathered, scars marking the many lost battles among the oak thickets; the arms, barely able to carry his quiver, poked out feebly from his sides; the forced shuffle of his feet highlighted the muddied shoes, their worn-out soles reflecting much more than the past 30 fall seasons.

With the arrival of that big buck, though, came the exodus of age. Calloused, arthritic hands became nimble, reflexes lightning quick. The bow rose swiftly, the shoulders pulling away with sinewy force, the eyes leveled and still. The rhythm was sure and crisp, vibration running through balanced stance. The arrow, like so many times before, fell true to its mark. For a brief moment, he was whole again.

The mid-morning sun broke through the trees, and the midey mist began to lift. A cold gust blew from the west, and I pulled my jacket tight around my body. Typical opening day weather, I thought. But it wasn't the same.

If you have not yet hugged your parents today, take a moment and do so. It may be the last time you have a chance. Parents' Day is a special holiday set aside to remember and honor the most important people in our lives. This day is an opportunity to express our love and appreciation to our parents in a meaningful way.

Have you hugged your parents today? Yes/No

Parents' Day—Oct. 19

Featuring

Pointer Football vs Stout & Fifth Quarter Reception

Happy Together Revival

(The Grass Roots, Gary Lewis and the Playboys, Turtles, Bucshingams)

Film: Amadeus

CNR

CALENDAR

Trust Habitat Improvement.
The Fisheries Society will be conducting their sixth annual Trust Habitat Improvement Day on Sept. 30. There will be lots of food, beverages, and work available, as well as room 325 of the CNR for more information. Plenty of strong hands still needed.

Environmental Education Conference.
The annual meeting will be held in La Crosse on Sept. 26-28. The number to call for more information is 346-3976.

Woodlot owner meeting.
The annual meeting for the Wisconsin Woodland Owners Association will be held in Oakshon on Sept. 30-31. For more information, call 346-3977.

Forest History Society. The Wisconsin Forest History Association's annual meeting will be held on Sept. 27-28. The event will be at Treehaven and the number to call is 346-3977.

Wildlife meeting. The Wildlife Society will hold a member control meeting in room 319 of the CNR on Oct. 3. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Resume Workshop. Placement Director Mike Pagel will show students how to write a resume professionally. For all CNR biology, physics, chemistry and related majors. In room 312 of the CNR on Sept. 19 from 7:30 p.m.

Pro-Select meeting. There will be a meeting for pro-veterinarians in room 218 of the CNR. The meeting will be held on Sept. 19 at 5 p.m.
Harvest Moon Celebration

Saturday evening, September 28, 1985
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Schmeeckle Reserve Visitor Center
on North Point Drive
Sponsored by Schmeeckle Reserve and WAB
Bring a blanket to sit on. No refreshments.

Do you find yourself breathing, eating and sleeping university life? Are you constantly preparing for exams, writing papers and attending lectures? When was the last time you watched the magical rising of a harvest moon on the shores of a lake? What do you know of this special occasion called the harvest moon?

Interested? Then join in at the Schmeeckle Reserve on September 28, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., as we share a special evening with the harvest moon. After a catered feast of grilled chickens, corn on the cob and apple cider, we will venture down a candle and moonlit path to the university lake. As the moon rises over the lake, enjoy the music of the moon sung by folk singer Tom Pease. Schmeeckle naturalists will entertain you with poems, lyrics, folklore and adventurous tales about the moon.

Tickets are available for $4 and must be purchased at least one week in advance at the Schmeeckle Reserve Visitor Center or at the Schmeeckle booth at the University Center concourse. For further information call the Reserve at 346-491. 

Outdoors needs writers!

EMMONS-NAPP
OFFICE PRODUCTS

Sweepstakes Celebration

$10,000 Cash
GRAND PRIZE

Join us in the celebration of our new name. Enter our Sweepstakes Celebration today!

GRAND PRIZE (1)
$10,000 Cash

FIRST PRIZE (8)
Panasonic VHS Video Cassette Recorder PV1340

SECOND PRIZE (8)
Hon 4-Drawer File Cabinet #144L

Visit the Emmens-Napp store nearest you for your official entry blanks.

One entry per week allowed. Only official entry blanks will be accepted.

Stop in and pick up our Celebration flyer.

Monday—Thursday 8 to 6
Friday 8 to 10
Saturday 9 to 1
601 Division Street
Phone 344-4911

EMMONS-NAPP
OFFICE PRODUCTS

University News Service

Daniel Trainer believes some of his natural resources students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point may become more militant about fighting air and water pollution since having "very scary" experiences in Europe this summer.

For example, a third of all of Poland's modern-day forests are now dead, and experts predict all of the pine forests will succumb by the year 2000. That forecast was especially troublesome to some students, the dean observed.

The forest dieback appears to be the result of a complex disease. Contamination of the air with various pollutants which are toxic to plants is believed to be the main cause for the decline. Heavy use of coal which is linked to the acid rain controversy plus lack of anti-pollution devices on cars and in industries are believed to be major causes of the problem, according to Trainer. The burning coal emits sulphur dioxide while other offenders spew out nitrous oxides, hydrocarbons, ozone, photo-oxidants, fluorine and heavy metals.

The Black Forest in Germany is dying, too, but the problem is not as noticeable because there is such intense management of the trees. Harvesting is done before the death occurs. "To the casual observer, the situation there doesn't appear too bad but if people pay attention to the symptoms, they realize what is happening," he reports.

The number 1 "opened our students' eyes to the complexity of the environment and they saw how politics, economics and types of governments affect the total situation," Trainer said.

In the United States, "concerned people can protest and go before government committees, but in the Eastern Bloc countries—countries that are not free—there are not much people can get accomplished," Trainer reports.

The students delved into economic, sociological and political issues that affect the environment during a visit to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. The picture they were given there for the future was "bleak." Prospects are poor for effective governmental intervention to help correct the pollution problems, the dean reported.

In Poland, factory smokestacks are spewing out so much sulphuric acid that the Stevens Point students who are jogging enthusiasts had to forget their runs. The low levels are suffering a burning sensation in their lungs after their first outings.

"That made the students ask, if the pollution is killing the trees and the water is unfit for drinking, what is it doing to people's health?" said Trainer.

Trainor, UWSP students view dying Europe
Notes, cont.

to 1,000 years. The observers remarked that the limestone barrier surrounding the test site was highly porous in some sections and that the volcanic rock on the ocean floor showed fractures for 400 miles around each explosion. A recent South Pacific state treaty, although powerless to prevent French testing in the region, will certainly increase French political isolation.

Rhinoceros Under Guard

Due to the disastrous results of poaching on Kenya's black rhinoceros population, the country plans to herd several hundred of the pachyderms into guarded sanctuaries in an effort to curb the losses. In addition, some 100 rhinos in three other reserves will be monitored continuously by teams of guards. Slaughter of the black rhinos for their horns has drastically reduced the population from 15,000 in 1980 to 6,000 today, according to Kenyan wildlife authorities. WTA to Sponsor Classes

With the first opening trapping date only a month away, the Wisconsin Trappers Association is again making plans to administer a voluntary trapper education program designed to teach trapper ethics, history and basic trapping techniques. Proper permit preparation, marketing and furbearer management will also be stressed at the 16-hour series. UWSP students interested in attending the sessions should consider contacting Glen Thang at 805 Western Ave., Montrose, WI 54456. (An alternate list of locations is available in the 1986 Trapping Regulations pamphlet.) As a reminder, students will be charged a fee of $8.00 to attend, payable to the WTA.

Taste made special... only in Wisconsin.

Stevens Point Brewery
Stevens Point, WI 54481

"All Wisconsin... All Wisconsin..."

Artificial Wetlands

The National Wildlife Federation and the Tennessee Valley Authority are currently designing artificial wetlands in an attempt to aid several small Kentucky towns with the filtering of their sewage effluents while at the same time providing valuable wildlife habitat. Alan Wentz, director of the NWF's Fisheries and Wildlife Division, suggested the idea as a "low-tech, low-cost" way for the towns to meet water quality standards for sewage wastes. Although the technique has been tried on an experimental basis in the past, this test is to serve as a model for an entire region.

Obey Wants Aldicarb Suspected

Representative David Obey has called on the federal Environmental Protection Agency to suspend the use of aldicarb throughout the U.S. until further studies can prove the pesticide's safety. Obey prompted the EPA to take action after the release of a recent University of Wisconsin study that linked low levels of aldicarb with suppression of the body's immune system. Officials from Union Carbide Agricultural Products Co., which uses aldicarb in its product Termit attacked Obey's stand in stating that the laboratory results were not sufficiently conclusive and that the "advance- ment of science was being hampered by the politicizing of fear and the merchandising of doubt." Obey said he shares the opinion of "many who believe that the safety record for the production of aldicarb is deplorable."

Annual Contest Draws Birdwatchers

This summer more than 30 expert birdwatching teams from all over the country flocked to New Jersey for the second annual World Series of Birding. The goal—a race to spot the most species in 24 hours. The event, which was organized by the New Jersey Audubon Society, raised $30,000 for conservation purposes. This year's winner, the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club, spotted 165 species—down from last year's record of 281.

Skyscraper Rejected

Phoenix—Chicago citizens can rest assured that their John Hancock Building will remain "at the top of the world," as a plan to build a record-breaking skyscraper in downtown Phoenix, Arizona, was rejected this past summer. After a public opinion poll was issued to "Valley of the deer" citizens, city officials and the business firm involved in the plans concluded that the cost to the city in overburdening taxes would be too great. Local radio stations announced the financial burden as being the main motive in the public's rejection, but the fact that the tower would pose as a huge eyesore to the valley's ultra-low skyline was also mentioned.
Michele's Restaurant & Lounge
523 Division St.

MEXICAN FIESTA
Authentic Mexican Appetizers, Soups and Salads.
Chimichangas, Enchiladas, Tacos
MARGARITAS
Reg. Menu Also Available

ALDO's ITALIAN RESTAURANT 341-9494

PIZZA
"Our Specialty"

Cheese
Cheese, Sausage, Pepperoni, Pepperoni, Sausage
Cheese, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onion, Green Pepper
Extra Cheese
Green Pepper or Onion
American Dinners
1/2 Chicken
Pork Chops
Chicken Strips
Battered Shrimp
Battered Fish

Gigantic Italian Sandwiches
Each made with our very own Special Sauce.

Beef Sandwich
Chicken Sandwich
Salami Sandwich
Sub Sandwich

American Sandwiches
Via Corte Pita

Ham Burger
Cheeseburger
P.F. Chi Chi
Chopped Steak
Rib Eye Steak
Canadian Bacon
Veal

Buckets to-Go

French Fries
Roast, Cole Slaw

Chicken
Fish

DINING
(daily)

Italian Dinners
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Mostaccioli
Spaghetti with Meatballs
Spaghetti with Sausage
Spaghetti with Mushrooms
Spaghetti with Chicken
Veal Parmesan

Above Dinners include Salad and Italian Bread

Lettuce Salads

Aldo's Salad
Made with cheese, lettuce, shrimp, olives, pepperoni, Canadian bacon, green peppers and onions.
Above served with Choice of Dressing and Italian Bread

Ala Carte

French Fries
Onion Rings
Cheese Sticks
Mozzarella
Garlic Bread
Nacho's & Cheese
Chicken Drumsticks

Delivered Daily (11 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.)

2nd St. Pub

SPECIALS

Sun.—Packers Football
10° Taps 6 Till Close

Mon.—25° Shots Cranberry

Tues.—4 Point Shorties $1.00

— THURSDAY —

BO RAMSEY & THE 3RD STREET SLIDERS
Playing R & B 3 Quarter Rock & Roll

$1 Pitchers All Night

$2 Cover

— SATURDAY —

WHITE ZONE PLAYING ROCK & ROLL
FREE BEER 8:30-10:00 P.M.

$2 COVER

NEW "KARATE CLUB"
UWSP SEIDO

Meets in the Wrestling Room.
On T & Th 9-10 P.M.
And Sat. 6-7 P.M.
All Are Welcome.
Wear Loose Clothing.
For more info call
X 3961 or 344-0023
Pointers overcome weather, Vikings for 21-19 victory

by Kent Walstrom Sports Editor

It was a miserable day for a football game yesterday, espe-
cially if you lost.
The Pointers didn't.

With winds estimated at 25 miles per hour and soggy footing that made field position the crut-
ical factor, coach D.J. LeRoy's Pointers overcame the elements and opponent Augustana to post a
21-19 victory.

The Pointers' decision to take the wind rather than receive the opening kickoff also turned out to be
a major factor in the win, while the Vikings of first year
coch coach Jim Brandt, who failed to
use the wind and field conditions to their advantages, found that it was poor strategy that cost them
the victory.

"The field was soaked, and it was a little bit slippery, so what we
tried to do was secure good field position," said LeRoy.

"When you have the wind behind you, when you're against the wind, try and take time off the clock so they
don't have the ball when they have the wind.

"They were good defensively, but we should have put more points on the board than we did," said LeRoy.

"We had some scoring opportunities and we just didn't follow
through on them. But they did enough to keep us out of the
end zone."

The Pointers took a 7-0 lead at the end of the first quarter, but
came up short on four other scoring opportunities in the
opening half that could have put the game out of reach.

The first mishap occurred when Quarterbackcounter Dave
Geisinger tried to roll from the bag and was stopped after
driving to the Viking 35 yard line.

Later, starting again from the Augustana 38, the Pointers
fought for the first down to the Viking 14 yard line, only to
lose the ball Pointers fumble follow-

a collision with an Augusta
tender.

The third misfire came after freshman Greg Danovich
off a Viking pass to give the Pointers possession at the 2 yard line.

The defense held Augustana in check until the 2:39 mark of the fourth period. The Vikings, aided by a Pointer
turnover, kicked into the wind, took possession
gave the Pointers the ball on the 24. A six play drive, highlighted
by a Jim Prince reception in the end zone extended the lead to 17-0.

The Pointers defense held Augustana in check until the 2:39 mark of the fourth period. The Vikings, aided by a Pointer
turnover, kicked into the wind, took possession

don at the 44 and put forth an

The Vikings' decision to kick

A high-powered offensive attack enabled
The Pointers to notch victory.

Later, at the close of the first

Field Hockey at Hope College

Field Hockey at Hope College

Pointers Sports

Calendar

Thursday, Sept. 19
Field Hockey at U of Chicago

Friday, Sept. 20
Women's Tennis at Marquette

Saturday, Sept. 21
Pointer Football at La Crosse

Monday, Sept. 23
Men's Golf at Osbourn

Tuesday, Sept. 24
Women's Tennis at Parkside

Wednesday, Sept. 25
Volleyball vs. Green Bay (H)

Thursday, Sept. 26
Women's Tennis vs. Oshkosh (H)

Country Club in usually a fast
tournament, but this year
doesn't do us any good this year."

Women's cross country coach

Lem Hill, along with giving an

"Their defense was very strong, they

did not field complete

The UWSP men's and

women's cross country teams peck-
individually crown the

"We can't have turn-
overs, we can't have blocked
punts, and we have to play a field

"They (La Crosse) have a very
good offense, one that's going to hit you with the big
downs, so our defense has its work cut out for them. And
offensively, we have our work cut out for us, from the stand-
point that they're not letting anyone score. I believe there
have only been 11 points scored against them so far this
year in these ball games, and they've scored over 100 points offensive-
ly. We certainly going to win this, but if our team puts
things together and continues to take pride in how they play,
they'll do just fine.

TEAM STATISTICS

For a complete list of the team statistics, see page 30.

by Kent Walstrom Sports Editor

The UWSP men's and

women's cross country teams peck-
individually crown the

"We can't have turn-
overs, we can't have blocked
punts, and we have to play a field
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When asked about the absence of Kathy Aulstos, a veteran performer for the Lady Pointers, Hill replied, "I'm not real sure of all the teams that will be there, but there will be some good competition, and if we can run with those teams I'll be real please. It doesn't look like we'll get to see La Crosse probably until conference. "

"I guess that's what we're looking for now, is to try and figure out what La Crosse has, what Eau Claire has, and how we match up, in terms of what we need to do to beat those two teams. But Saturday's performance definitely puts us up there amongst the top three in the conference."
Netters lose two in tough week

by Kent Walstrom
Sports Editor

The Pointers of coach David Nass, limping along after losing three of their top veterans from a year ago, were soundly beaten twice more last week, dropping their record to 1-3.

UW-Eau Claire leed off on the Pointers Wednesday, thrashing them 8-1, and equally powerful UW-Whitewater added a 9-0 pounding on Saturday.

Three losses were suffered at the hands of conference teams.

True, the tide of optimism the netters entered the season with has diminished somewhat, but rest assured this team is still very much alive.

Nass needs no consoling, and he's not ready to throw in the towel, either. He's simply taken the losses in stride. 

"I think that as they (the players) get a little more confidence, they're going to start winning some games, and perhaps knock off a couple of teams for us," Nass insisted. "The women have come through the losses with a good amount of pride and the determination to keep playing to win."

"Eau Claire looked very solid for a young team, and even dominated in our exhibition match," Nass continued. "But the most amazing event of the day occurred in the No. 1 doubles match. Wendy Patch and Lori O'Neill beat an outstanding Eau Claire duo in straight sets, 7-6, 6-4. They've made a huge jump from playing No. 3 doubles in '84 to taking over the No. 1 doubles spot this season, and as their confidence improves, they could be even more successful.

"Two of our newest players, Amy Standiford and Margie Graf, both turned in excellent tournament performances against Eau Claire, and although they were beaten, they showed some genuine competitive capabilities," Nass added. "With these two women, as well as with the rest of our team, it comes down to a matter of more match time to generate court confidence and polish their skills.

Despite the 9-0 whipping Whitewater registered against the Pointers on Saturday, Nass again appeared impressed with the overall effort his team put forth, while paying due respect to the opposition.

"In singles play, there's not too much to say, except that we were just totally mismatched," Nass commented. "The Whitewater players committed fewer errors and they hit their shots harder, basically. We just weren't in a position to tangle with them. They're a much stronger single team than we are.

"In doubles, however, there was a very interesting change of conditions. After having been knocked around in singles play, I felt that my team was going to be a little gun-shy. On the contrary, the women all went out and played their doubles matches very confidently, and they did a good job of reflecting that on the court."

The men's Fall Softball Tournament concluded last Sunday with a familiar name claiming top honors. That team was the Point After, who finished first in last year's Fall tournament and were runner-ups in the spring tourney.

Finishing second again was the Geckos and third the Ribbers. Eight teams in all competed in this year's biannual tournament.

Upcoming events include the turkey trot for men and women on Sept. 23 from 4 to 5 p.m. at the lake. Port, Pass and Kick for men and women will be held on Sept. 26th and the 28th from 4 to 6 p.m. on the west fields.

Entry deadline for table tennis is Sept. 21 for both men and women. Matches will be held Sept. 25th and 30th.

Co-ed indoor volleyball entries are due Sept. 30th with play starting Sept. 30. Beach volleyball entries are not transferred for co-ed indoor volleyball. Separate entry forms must be handed in.
The Pointers defeated North Dakota 3-1, Bemidji State 6-2, and Carlton College 5-1 to earn the championship. In the opener versus North Dakota the Pointers dominated their rivals, outshooting them 45-7, with 18 penalty corners compared to just two for North Dakota. Scoring goals for the Pointers were Jaye Hallenbeck, Kristen Kemerting and Sheila Powning.

On Saturday morning the Pointers opposed defending WIM conference champion Bemidji State. The Pointers opened up a 4-1 halftime lead on the way to a 9-2 decision. Kristen Kemerting and Tina Roeken each scored two goals, while Jaye Hallenbeck and Jan Maslowski added one each. UWSP outshot Bemidji 36-5 in the contest.

In the championship game the Pointers took a 2-0 halftime lead and held Carlton College to one goal at the 9-minute mark of the second half to earn the championship. Kristen Kemerting and Jan Maslowski scored goals for the Pointers.

Coach Nancy Page was happy with the opening performance. "Our defense was steady and our offense was explosive this weekend," said Page. "We had good ball movement, and we helped each other on defense. We played well against three strong teams."

The Pointers returned to action Thursday when they traveled to the University of Chicago. UWSP will continue its road trip to Hope, MI, for the Hope Invitational Tournament Friday and Saturday.

The UWSP women's volleyball team suffered its first three losses of the season, but managed three wins of its own at the Milwaukee Invitational Volleyball Tournament held in Milwaukee Friday and Saturday. In their opening match, the Lady Pointers got off to early leads in both games but were unable to drive the final nail in the coffin. The University of Minnesota-Duluth swept two games, 13-15 and 11-15.

"We had problems with serve reception (total of 11 errors)," said Coach Schoen. "We didn't flow as smoothly as we usually do." Karla Miller killed nine balls and Ruth Donner put away five. Later Friday evening, the Pointers rebounded against Franklin College of Indiana by taking a close 16-15 decision in game one. Schoen said the serving percentage was vastly improved and led to the second game victory of 15-13.

Bill Prange, filling in for an injured Dawn Hoy (rotator cuff injury), recorded nine kills, second only to team leader Karla Miller with 11.

The UWSP Pointers continued their up and down tournament play by dropping their first match Saturday morning to a powerful Milwaukee squad. The best team never let the Pointers get into either game and won easily, 3-0, 7-1. The Pointer spikers once again had difficulty returning serves, which prevented them from running their offense.

"Milwaukee has a very strong defensive team and they just kept bringing everything up (serves)," commented Schoen. "We should have given them a much better match."

Milwaukee went on to win the tournament. In the afternoon the Pointers regrouped and soundly defeated Superior State College, 12-9, 13-8; and Central State College of Ohio, 13-6, 12-7.

An elated Schoen stated, "We totally dominated these two matches. We did a better job passing which enabled us to run a greater variety of offensive plays."

Against Superior, the sister combination of Karla and Mary Miller put away 12 kills. Fatigue was the culprit in the Lady Pointers' final match against St. Ambrose College, Iowa. The Pointers dropped two out of three games, 10-13, 13-15, 6-15. Karla Miller had her best output of the tourney with 13 kills and Donner added eight.

"We played well but just came up a little short. I think we earned some respect from some of the top volleyball powers in the Midwest."

The Pointers now have a 6-3 overall record and return to action Saturday at the La Crosse Invitational.
FALL:

RELATED SEPARATES, SWEATERS, & DRESSES
Buy one item at current ticket price and receive a second like item of EQUAL VALUE or LESS at 1/2 PRICE

NOVELTY SHIRTS
Originally $16-$28
$5 OFF

TWILL PANTS
Originally $25
16.99

CORDUROY PANTS
Originally $25
19.99

WOOL PANT COATS & JACKETS
Originally $95
69.99

121 MAIN STREET • DOWNTOWN STEVENS POINT

TEA SHOP
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS FROM HUMOROUS TO SERIOUS
CARDS FROM RECYCLED PAPER
BLUE MOUNTAIN ARTS AND PEOPLE PRODUCTIONS
STICKERS - STATIONARY - POSTERS
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELRY
STONWARE MUGS
POINT AND OTHER T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS
WICKER BASKETS & FURNITURE
BAMBOO SHADES & CURTAINS
FISHNETS
GAG GIFTS
LARGE SELECTION OF ALL OCCASION GIFTS

1108 MAIN
344-8811

CATHY RIGBY McCoy
Olympic Gymnast
TV Commentator
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Mother
FREE

Once in a lifetime opportunity to see CATHY RIGBY McCoy in person
Speak on “Balancing Wellness”

Sept 23 • Mon
13:00 p.m
UC 3RD ROOM

pock etful
of VALUE

Drop off your film and pick up big discounts on quality merchandise or coupons for Free processing

Vivitar
Bushnell
Rembrandt
PB-35
SPORTVIEW
U.S. ATLAS
PHOTO
CAMERA
BINOCULARS
PHOTO ALBUM

SEE OUR PHOTO DEPARTMENT FOR DETAILS.

US UNIVERSITY
STORE
STUDENT HELPING STUDENTS
University Center 346-2431
Films presented by the University Film Society will be shown Thursday and Friday in either the Program Banquet Room or the Oregon Building. Admission is $1.50 for the general public and $1.25 for students.

AIDS cannot be diagnosed easily, and only a physician can perform this service. The signs and symptoms are fever, night sweats, persistent swollen glands in the neck, armpit, or groin, unexplained weight loss, oral thrush, diarrhea, persistent cough, loss of appetite, fatigue, and skin rashes. A new blood test is available to see if a person has been exposed to the virus, and this test is available through the county's new AIDS Prevention Program. However, exposure to the virus does not always result in AIDS disease. The incubation period is unknown, apparently ranging from six months to five years.

Groups that are at increased risk of developing AIDS or having exposure to an AIDS virus are gay or bisexual men, intravenous drug users, persons with hemophilia, recipients of blood or blood products, sexual partners of these individuals, and infants born to infected mothers. The risk is increased in women who have sexual relations with infected men.

The University Film Society's schedule is:
- "Yellow Submarine" - Sept. 17 and 18
- "The General" - Sept. 24 and 25
- "The Harder They Fall" - Oct. 1 and 2
- "Menace" - Oct. 8 and 9
- "Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory" - Oct. 15 and 16
- "Notorious" - Oct. 22 and 23
- "Night of the Living Dead" - Oct. 29 and 30
- "The Little Shop of Horrors" - Oct. 28 and 29
- "High Anxiety" - Nov. 5 and 6
- "Repulsion" - Nov. 12 and 13
- "Wild Strawberries" - Nov. 19 and 20
- "It's A Wonderful Life" - Dec. 3 and 4

The University Activities Board presents films each Tuesday and Wednesday in Room 333 of the Communication Building.

The babysitter is chatty this morning and I try not to check my watch too obviously. I'll be five minutes late again. Professors become comedians when you arrive late for class. I'm anticipating cracks like, "Cry­ tal, this isn't a cocktail party." Or, "Crystal! Welcome—glad you could make it."

I decide to park in back of Coll­ ina Classroom Center. I don't have time to park on Smith Street and walk the four blocks. After all the lines I've paid, I should own that parking lot.

My day goes from 9:00 until 4:00. I'm an English major car­ ry­ ing 13 credits, and I work as a clerical assistant in the paper science department. Between that and the classes I'm taking, I must be spending a lot of time in the library. If I think too long about it, it makes me sick. The library is supposed to be, rather than actually doing anything. Thank goodness for lists and daily plan­ ners.

I take a break at 1:00 and call the sitter. Justin is sick she says. It seems to have a few­ er. The clinic closes at 4:00, so I skip my 4:00 class and beg my way out of work.

There's a long wait at the clinic. When we get into the doctor's office, the doctor asks if Justin is my son. I suppose I do look young. Next, he asks what my husband does for a living. I tell him that I'm a student, and we drop the subject.

The doctor diagnoses an ear infection, and Justin and I head for K-Mart to pick up the pre­ scription. I try not to let the clerk see my checkbook bal­ ance. I'm overdrawn until my Friday paycheck. I make a si­ lent prayer that the check won't clear until then.

At home, Justin falls asleep immediately. I prepare a list of things to do tomorrow. I try to keep the list realistic, but it's still too long.

A friend calls and suggests we go to Partner's. I don't want to leave Justin with a sitter, so I take a raincheck for tomorrow. I just want to get him ready for the babysitter. He's excited about the new day and I answer endless questions about what we're going to do to­ day. I sit him at the breakfast table with some muffins and fruit, and then pack his bag for the sitter. While I'm dressing, Justin makes muffins into the table and pretends his banana is lipstick. I pass to take a quick picture, clean him up, and we're out the door. Wait. Justin has to go back into the house. He for­ get his police car.

Day, cont.

I'm figuring with my situation, but I set the alarm for 6:00, settle myself, and turn on the TV to watch David Letterman.


FOR SALE: Portable washer and dryer, excellent condition. $150.00. Call 341-2515.

FOR SALE: 1977 Chevy Nova, power brakes/steering, good runner. Asking $1,000.00. Call 341-2627.

FOR SALE: Chair for sale. Call Mike, 341-7973.

FOR SALE: 1977 Chevy Malibu, needs work. $200.00. Call 341-6044 or 341-2112.

FOR SALE: 1977 Chevy Malibu, automatic, power brakes/steering, new tires, six cylinder, good runner. $1,000.00. Call 341-2627.

FOR SALE: Used stereo system in excellent condition. Manuel (Technics), Kenwood amp and Advent speakers (two-way). Must sell as a package unit. $50. Call Ron between 6:30-10 p.m. at 341-6069.

FOR SALE: Attention trappers! 15 assorted step-in leghold traps. Brand new, $47.36-3922.

FOR RENT: Need one female to share two-bedroom home. Nice country location. $115 per month. Call 341-6122 or 341-1310.

FOR RENT: Student housing, exceptionally nice and close to campus. Men or women. Call 341-6179, please leave message.

FOR RENT: Female needed for a single room, four blocks from campus. $77 per month plus one-third utilities. 341-6125.

LOST: Laurie M., 208 Steiner, has lost her brains. Anyone finding her brains, please notify her. She will be very grateful. Please hurry!!!


LOST: Orange and blue Coretex jacket near College and Illini, Sept. 15. Call 341-2718.

WANTED: Travel enthusiast wanted to join the nation's most reputable campus rep. sales team. Earn unlimited commissions and free trips promoting ski and beach trips. Call Sun­ chase Tours, Inc. Today! 1-800­322-3121.

WANTED: Desperately needed! "Doing Psychology Experiments" by David Martin, first or second edition. Will pay! Call Dean at 341-6738, evenings.

WANTED: Carpet or carpet squares. Preferably slate. Call Lisa at 325-1234.

WANTED: One responsible male to share apartment. $130 per month (includes utilities). Non-smoker preferred, close to campus. Call Dean, 345-1727.

WANTED: Electronic image transmitting device with audible sound. One that works! Call Lisa, 341-3154.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

ANNOUNCEMENT: University Cable Channel Toastmasters is meeting every Thursday, Sept. 30, at 4:30 p.m. in room 260 of the Cent. Arts Bldg. Come see what we are all about!

PERSONAL: Pig Woman & Cute Buns: What does one say to someone who "deals" her best friend's last Christmas and I love you both! Mira.

PERSONAL: Happy 21st Birthday, Hooters! I know that Hooters like Rainbow Punch, but do they like Happy Hours too!? Hope that the next six or nine hours are the best—have a happy day!—ComedBy.

PERSONAL: Dawn, you and your friends have been a super week so far and this week will be great too! I bet the Packer game was great! Vik.
ings won, too! Thank fun and good times. S.G. P.N.S. Nice car!

PERSONAL: Schung: Everybody should have a friend like you, just lot of every man's heart! Thanks for being so special! Romstrom.

PERSONAL: Hey, CNR: Majors! Need extra money for school? What are you waiting for? Apply now for CNR scholar­ships; over $5,000 will be given away! Pick up your application in Room 107 or 136 CNR. Applications due Oct. 1. Sponsored by the CNR.

PERSONAL: Pete & Denny: Could you do that one more time without the sound? Everyone's welcome.

PERSONAL: To all students who are still interested in getting into the ACT!! Remember, the Association for Community Tasks needs as many volunteers as possible to serve as program coordinators and tutor-coordinators. Stop by the ACT Office and sign up! Volunteering is a valuable experience!

PERSONAL: Roach Hall O.A.: You are all simply mar­velous! Thanks for all you've done and please know that you're appreciated and loved!

PERSONAL: To all: Our drivers carry less than 10% of the order. We're still interested in getting to know you. may I have your name for AT&T? Keep your hands off Peter! BMFC S.P. Chapter.

PERSONAL: To Gillian on her 37th Birthday: Happy Birthday, Gillian! Everything seems right in the world today for you! Happy Birthday to you. I wish I could be there to celebrate with you. You are a wonderful person and I love you. Happy Birthday to you.

PERSONAL: To the guy's of 2 and, of course, no one turned off by drunk women?" Amy: "I don't remember, Chris­tine, but I probably blacked out again." Point­er.

PERSONAL: Todd: Thank you for the nice summer, Minnehaha Falls, Semari, Pur­due, Badger. Fun with the girls. Me.

PERSONAL: C.S.: Don't forget to button all of your buttons, or someone may attack that sexy mouth!! Thanks for being your self!!

PERSONAL: Volunteers still needed for many ACT pro­grams! Please call for more information. Thanks for your interest in sharing their time and talents throughout the community can still get involved. Stop down at the ACT Office for more information.

PERSONAL: To the South Hall Staff: If these first weeks are any indication, this year will be outstanding! Oligas, you are doing a great job.

PERSONAL: Dave, John, Matt, Steve and the rest of the gang: Get a move on it! The Personal needs to get in touch with your possessions!

PERSONAL: Roche Staff: Whatever you do and the laughing and all of the other things you do all, you've already made this year one of the best. Thanks for being so fantastic! Mds (or NOT)?

PERSONAL: To all: I am saying for some yearning, or is that Saran Wrap? There is butter everywhere. The mirror looks like toast, or is it Saran Wrap? In the mirror there are bread and butter.

PERSONAL: To the students Ed. Association Members: Remember to pay your dues to Hope (345-1064). We have heard more for information. You were turned off and are interested in joining SEA, call C/S 345-2666 or Hope. Have a great week!

PERSONAL: To the guy's of 25, have been the best. Perhaps someone's a little late? Your time is going great!

PERSONAL: To Gillian in the Communication Center. See you around.

PERSONAL: To all: Happy Labor Day Grand Opening! Let's keep sending forward to spending many more just like it. Your M.D. to be P.N.S. Meow!

PERSONAL: To Gillian on her 27th Birthday: Happy Birthday, Gillian! Don't miss the first studio show this year! Tickets are available for $20. Show dates: Sept. 28-21, 8 p.m.; Sept. 21, 8 p.m. Theatre Box Office. Fine Arts.

PERSONAL: To all: Our drivers carry less than 10% of the order. We're still interested in getting to know you. may I have your name for AT&T? Keep your hands off Peter! BMFC S.P. Chapter.

PERSONAL: To Gillian: Even though everyone is every­one else, we are the only ones who bounce down stairs in stolen jumpsuits. It was a horrid spectacle.

PERSONAL: To all ACT pro­gram coordinators and tutor-coordinators. Don't forget about the Leadership Council meeting tonight at 5-6 p.m. in the Gar­den Room of the Uni­versity Center. See you there!!

PERSONAL: To Joe: I'm glad you're S and, of course, no one turned off by drunk women?" Amy: "I don't remember, Chris­tine, but I probably blacked out again." Point­er.

PERSONAL: Edgar: You blind man on the loose!! Let's quit about party! We let that go.

PERSONAL: To all: Our drivers carry less than 10% of the order. We're still interested in getting to know you. may I have your name for AT&T? Keep your hands off Peter! BMFC S.P. Chapter.
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PERSONAL: To all ACT pro­gram coordinators and tutor-coordinators. Don't forget about the Leadership Council meeting tonight at 5-6 p.m. in the Gar­den Room of the Uni­versity Center. See you there!!

PERSONAL: To Joe: I'm glad you're S and, of course, no one turned off by drunk women?" Amy: "I don't remember, Chris­tine, but I probably blacked out again." Point­er.

PERSONAL: Edgar: You blind man on the loose!! Let's quit about party! We let that go.

PERSONAL: To all: Our drivers carry less than 10% of the order. We're still interested in getting to know you. may I have your name for AT&T? Keep your hands off Peter! BMFC S.P. Chapter.
OCTOBER 2-5

**Date/Time**
- Wednesday, October 2
  - 9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
- Thursday, October 3
  - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
  - 7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
  - 9:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
- Friday, October 4
  - 3:00 p.m.
  - 8:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
  - 7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
  - 9:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
- Saturday, October 5
  - 10:00 a.m.
  - 1:30 p.m.
  - Between 1st and 2nd Quarters
- Half Time
  - 9:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.

**Event**
- Casino Night
  - Sponsored by: UAB Leisure Time Activities
- "Yell Like Hell" contest
  - Sponsored by: UAB Athletic Entertainment
- Film "Spinal Tap"
  - Sponsored by: UAB Visual Arts
- Vince Gill Concert
  - Sponsored by: UAB Concerts
- Decathlon
  - Sponsored by: Intramurals and the Industrials
  - Sponsor: UAB Special Events
- Homecoming Parade
  - Sponsor: UAB Homecoming
  - Homecoming Game
  - Sponsor: UAB Athletic Entertainment
  - Announcement of Homecoming King and Queen
  - Homecoming Dance
  - Sponsor: RHA

**Place**
- The Encore
- Goerke Field
- Wisconsin Room
- The Encore
- Intramurals Field
- Milwaukee Field
- Around Campus

**Announcement of Homecoming Goerke Field King and Queen Homecoming Dance Sponsored by: RHA**